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’d reached my mid-30s before I unwrapped a set of 
matching pants and socks one Christmas morning. 
It was a well-meaning present, but as I smiled and 
looked pleased with the gift, alarm bells were ringing 

inside my head. Had I really become so dull that the only present 
someone could think to buy me for Christmas was a set of pants 
and socks? Really?

After a period of introspection, interrupted by a delicious family 
turkey dinner and a winning streak at Dobble against my niece, 
I came to the conclusion that I hadn’t matured into a boring old 
fart. Instead, whenever I’d been asked what I wanted for Christ-
mas over the previous months, I’d vaguely muttered something 
about motorcycles and then urged people not to spend too much 
of their hard-earned cash on me. It’s no surprise then that my 
Christmas morning lacked a bit of magic, that was until I cracked 
open the Bucks Fizz and Toblerone at least. 

I’m sure I’m not the only person who struggles to come up with 
ideas when they’re asked what they’d like for Christmas, so to help 
you avoid a similar fate to me this December 25, we’ve created the 
ABR Christmas Gift Guide. It’s packed full of ideas, inspiration, 
and must-haves for the discerning adventure biker this festive 
season, from intercoms to bike dryers, to heated gloves and tickets 

to the hottest biking event of 2021. Simply send it to your loved 
ones and prepare for a very merry Christmas indeed. 

Inside this supplement, you’ll also find the ABR Winter Riding 
Guide which is loaded with essential information, knowledge, and 
advice on how to enjoy motorcycling during the colder months. 
This includes top tips on how to improve your wet-weather riding 
skills, an in-depth look at the gear you’ll need to stay warm in the 
saddle, and guidance on looking after your pride and joy whether 
you put your bike into storage or ride through the winter. 

It’s the perfect way to kick start your winter riding season and 
help you indulge in your passion for motorcycling during the 
colder months in comfort and safety.

Have a very merry Christmas.

James Oxley
Assistant Editor 
Adventure Bike Rider
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Slip this gift guide to your loved ones this festive season to ensure you have a  
very merry Christmas morning 
Words: James Oxley and Ollie Rooke
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ADVENTURE BIKE RIDER DIGITAL 
LIBRARY ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP
£32.99
Get your ABR Digital Library membership HERE

If you fancy getting 10 years’ worth of adventure biking inspira-
tion, information, and entertainment this Christmas morning, then 
I’ve got the perfect gift for you. 

With an Adventure Bike Rider Digital Library membership you’ll 
get access to every issue of ABR ever published. That’s 60 issues 
of the magazine available to read on your phone, tablet, or com-
puter immediately. If you ask me, immersing myself in a world of 
adventure biking is a much better way to spend Christmas than 
watching repeats on the telly. 

Better yet, throughout the next year you’ll be the first to receive 
each new issue of ABR the moment it’s published, so there’s no 
more waiting around for the postman to get your adventure biking 
fix. Once you’ve downloaded the new issue onto your device, you 
can read it at your leisure anywhere in world, even without an 
internet connection.

Once you’re a digital library member, you gain access to a 
wealth of motorcycling knowledge. This includes reviews of every 
new adventure and touring bike from the past 10 years, a detailed 
library of hundreds of green lanes across the UK, masterclasses 

to help improve your riding skills, in-depth gear reviews, and of 
course, inspirational travel features from across the globe. 

So, after a tumultuous year, there’s no better way to make up for 
lost time in 2021 than by becoming a member of the ABR Digital 
Library. It’s time to start dropping some hints about what you’d 
like for Christmas. JO

ADVENTURE BIKE RIDER FESTIVAL 
2021 TICKETS (25-27 JUNE)
From £55  
Get your tickets HERE

The greatest celebration of adventure biking ever held in the UK 
will take place next year and you’re invited. The 2021 Adventure 
Bike Rider Festival will be an unforgettable weekend of non-stop 
action and entertainment, on and off the bike, so make sure you 
ask Santa for your tickets this Christmas.

The jewel in the crown will be the 20km-long, AX41 Adventure 
Trail that’ll weave its way through the magnificent grounds of the 
Ragley Hall Estate in Warwickshire. The route will be big bike 
friendly with enough beginner, intermediate, and advanced sec-
tions to keep you happy no matter your riding ability.

Elsewhere, you can test ride the latest adventure and touring 
bikes, meet heroes of the adventure biking world like Elspeth 
Beard and Austin Vince, take part in road ride outs, receive world-
class off-road tuition, explore the Adventure Village, and chill out 
(or rock out) with live music, a full bar, and delicious street food. 

And, because our days of roughing it are over, the five-star 
festival location will be reflected in the first-class services on site, 
including plenty of hot showers, fully serviced posh toilets, and the 
chance to enjoy the luxury of glamping.

So, if you want to spend a glorious weekend in June riding on 
or off road, getting advice for your next bike trip, improving your 
riding skills, testing out the latest motorcycles, and sharing a beer 
with like-minded riders in magnificent surroundings, I’d recom-
mend you start writing your Christmas list pronto, especially as a 
limited number of discount festival tickets are still available. JO

ADVENTURE BIKE RIDER T-SHIRTS
From £19.99 
Get your ABR T-shirts HERE

A gang, a brotherhood, a community: Call it what you will. 
When you swing your leg over your motorcycle, you become 

part of something bigger, something special. But that feel-
ing doesn’t need to end when you switch off your engine 
thanks to the new range of ABR T-shirts.

They’re for people like you, adventure bikers who want 
to wear their love of exploring the world by motorcycle on 

their chest. They’re a companion and a constant reminder that 
the pursuit of freedom is only a turn of the ignition key away.

So, instead of unwrapping the same old boring T-shirts from 
M&S this Christmas morning, make sure your loved ones 
know you want an Adventure Bike Rider T-shirt instead. 
There are limited edition and classic ranges to choose 
from in a selection of sizes up to XXXL. 

Whether you want to show the world your love of moun-
tain passes with the Mountain Trails T-shirt, or you’d like to 
celebrate the joy of riding in the UK with the Rock, Paper, Bike 
GB design, there’s an ABR T-shirt to suit every riding style. 

So, be part of something bigger. Nail your colours to the 
mast. Live adventure this Christmas. Just make sure you 
don’t spill gravy down your new ABR tee while you’re eating 
your turkey dinner. JO

PANNIER PROTECTORS
£28.95-£68.95
www.pannierprotectors.co.uk

If, like me, you use your panniers as a make-shift sideboard 
while on tour, you’ve probably had a mishap or two. A combination 
of slippery aluminium and my motorcycle’s lean angle on its side 
stand don’t offer much resistance to gravity, and it’s a habit that 
has claimed a few victims, including a lovely French baguette, 
countless cups of coffee, and most frustratingly of all, a rather 
expensive helmet.

There are two things to take away from this. The first is that I 
should really learn from my mistakes. The second is that it’s about 
time I cover the tops of my panniers with a grippy surface. This 
would have the added benefit of protecting them from those little 
scratches and marks that can make an expensive piece of kit look 
shabby. That’s where the Rubber PrecisionTech pannier protectors 
come in.

Made from UV protected, heavy-duty synthetic rubber, they are 
designed to withstand the rigours of a life spent touring in a range 
of conditions, having been tested from -45C to a searing 110C.  
Alongside this, the dimpled top offers plenty of grip for whatever 
you use your panniers for. They are also cut to fit the various sizes 
of luggage offered by motorcycle manufacturers and aftermarket 
suppliers, ensuring a perfect fit every time.

So, whether you’re strapping a tent or an extra roll bag on top 
of your panniers, or even using your luggage to make yourself a 
ham sandwich in a layby, you’ll be safe in the knowledge that your 
valuables won’t end up on the floor and your panniers will be free 
of unsightly marks. OR
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SENA 50 SERIES INTERCOMS
£309  
www.sena.com 

Whether I’m chatting to a mate on tour or listening to music 
on a long motorway slog, a motorcycle intercom always makes 
a day in the saddle more enjoyable. However, the first headsets 
I used were a far cry from the technology on offer today, as 
demonstrated by Sena’s new 50 Series units, the 50R and 50S.

Both feature improved Mesh 2.0 technology, which supports 
a mammoth five-mile range and three different intercom 
modes. Group mesh allows for a private channel which can 
host up to 23 other users, multi-channel open mesh allows for 
a CB radio-style open network, and there’s also a traditional 
Bluetooth mode.

Alongside these tweaks there are plenty of other improve-
ments. I’m particularly fond of the re-designed speakers which 
are now smaller and more comfortable than previous models, 
while offering fantastic sound quality. There’s also the addition 
of support for multi-language voice commands and the Google 
and Siri digital assistants, providing a hands-free experience to 
enable you to change channel, adjust the volume, or answer a 
phone call without taking your hands from the handlebars. 

The physically larger 50S unit offers a maximum chat time of 
14 hours (Bluetooth chat), which drops to 13 hours on the more 
compact 50R. Sena has also introduced fast charging, meaning 
a 20-minute blast will add six hours of Bluetooth chat, perfect 
for a quick boost while on tour. This is a great piece of kit that 
has pushed the motorcycle comms bar that bit higher. OR

BRUHL MD1900+ BIKE DRYER
£139.00
www.bruhl.co.uk

How much is your time worth? It’s a question I would pose 
potential customers in my previous life working in IT sales. 
We’d discover where and how much time was being wasted, 
then multiply the result by the cost of their time. If our solu-
tion was cheaper than the cost of the time wasted, I’d have a 
sale. Simple, and applicable to the real world.

Let me give you an example. After returning home from a 
typical Sunday morning ride, I’ll always give my bike a wash to 
remove any corrosive muck that I’ve picked up. I’ll then leave 
it to dry in the sun outside of my house, before spending the 
next hour anxiously peeping out of the window to check if it’s 

dry yet and still there. Oh, and feel free to add 
in another hour if you own a bike decked out 
in chrome that needs further attention.

Clearly, my wasted time is found in the dry-
ing phase, and the solution comes in the form 
of the Bruhl MD1900+ Bike Dryer. It features 
a single turbine, heating elements, and an air 
filter which directs a hot, debris-free blast of 

air onto my bike. Unlike a towel, the Bruhl dries every nook 
and cranny in no time at all. The result is a bone-dry bike with 
no water spotting or corrosion, keeping it in tip-top condition 
for longer. It also gives me a free hour or two to kick back and 
relax after a ride and it’s hard to put a price on that. OR

ADVENTURE BIKE RIDER 
DIGITAL LIBRARY MEMBERSHIP

Get your Digital Library membership HERE

JOIN TODAY AND GET FULL ACCESS FOR JUST £32.99

Take 10 years’ worth of adventure biking inspiration, knowledge, and entertainment with you 
wherever you go with an

Unlock a staggering collection of thousands of travel stories, professional bike reviews, 
expertly crafted UK routes, green lanes, masterclasses, and gear reviews, all available at your 

fingertips

Get all 60 issues of Adventure Bike Rider on your phone, tablet, and computer today, and be the 
first to receive each new issue of the magazine
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ADVENTURE… 
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KEIS G701 HEATED GLOVES
£199.99
www.keisapparel.com

Since discovering the joy of heated gloves, my winter rides 
have been transformed. No longer do I make a beeline for the 
kettle as soon as I arrive at the office, desperate to thaw out 
my frozen digits around a piping-hot mug of tea. That’s why I 
was so interested to see the manufacturer of my current pair, 
British brand Keis, release its new G701 heated gloves.

The new model features a semi-bonded construction 
which, through some clever trickery in the manufacturing 
process, bonds the different layers of the gloves together. 
This reduces slippage between the outer textile material and 
the inner layers, resulting in a winter glove with a lot less 
bulk than you’d usually expect but which still keeps your 
hands warm and dry,

On top of that, the G701 comes with a new grippy surface 
on the palms and fingers to ensure your grip on the handle-
bars doesn’t slip. To protect your hands in a slide there’s a 
palm slider, knuckle protection, and a robust ballistic span-
dex outer shell.

The heat controllers are located on the back of the gloves 
and are reachable when they are tucked under the sleeve of 
a jacket, while the heating elements can be powered by bat-
tery packs or wired in directly to a bike’s battery. A small vi-
sor wipe and touchscreen-capable thumbs and index fingers 
are also nice touches to cap off a glove that has a distinctly 
premium feel to it. OR

HONDA ADVENTURE CENTRE 
COURSES
£299-£499 for courses
www.davethorpehonda.com

Riding an adventure bike off road is arguably the most fun you 
can have on two wheels, but taking your first steps into green-
laning can be a daunting prospect. This is where the Honda 
Adventure Centre comes in. 

Located in the stunning surroundings of Exmoor National Park, 
the centre stretches across a vast area encompassing every type 
of riding terrain imaginable. It’s range of one and two-day courses 
cater for all riding abilities, from complete beginners to regular 
trail riders who want to improve their skills, all under the watchful 
eye of former Motocross World Champion Dave Thorpe and his 
team of experienced instructors. 

I spent a cracking day at the Honda Adventure Centre this year 
on one of its brand-new Africa Twins. I made my way up tricky 
hill climbs, slid down boggy descents, splashed through deep 
water-crossings, and even learned how to power slide on loose 
gravel. The day was a chance to improve my skills and also have 
a huge amount of fun. It’s certainly an experience I’d recommend 
everyone try at least once, even if you don’t have an adventure 
bike in your garage right now, although you may just find that 
changing when you return home.

If enduro riding is more your thing, Dave Thorpe also runs the 
Honda Off-Road Centre. A ticket to an enduro day would certainly 
make me a very happy boy come Christmas morning. I’ll just have 
to make sure this gift guide ends up in the right hands. OR

CARDO FREECOM 1+ AND 
FREECOM 4+
£129.98 / £234.98
www.cardosystems.com

Good intercoms don’t have to break the bank. While I’m a fan 
of the added features and cutting-edge technology that make 
up the spec sheets of top-of-the-range units, there are plenty 
of riders looking for the convenience of an entry-level inter-
com unit. Those that simply allow you to chat with a pillion or 
a small group of riders, or even just listen to music or GPS 
directions on a Sunday ride.

Fitting that bill perfectly are Cardo’s Freecom 1+ and 
Freecom 4+. Best known for its premium intercoms, Cardo has 
produced two entry-level Bluetooth units without sacrificing 
the premium quality I’ve grown to expect from the brand. For 
solo riders, or those who only want to communicate with a 
pillion, the Freecom 1+ is the unit of choice, while the Freecom 
4+ caters for those who want to communicate with up to three 
other riders while they’re in the saddle.

Both offer 13 hours of talk time, a slim and lightweight unit, 
and full waterproofing. The units differ in Bluetooth range, 
with the Freecom 4+ offering a range of 0.8 miles compared to 
the shorter rider to pillion range of the Freecom 1+. 

The Freecom 1+ comes with a set of Cardo’s own speakers, but 
the Freecom 4+ benefits from a partnership with speaker brand 
JBL for enhanced sound quality. Both also feature automatic 
volume adjustment, which alters sound levels based on ambient 
noise, as well as voice commands, and universal Bluetooth con-
nectivity to other units. Sometimes, less really is more. OR

SOLAR AND OVERLAND POWER 
BANK BUNDLE
£124.95
www.mobilesolarchargers.co.uk

I can think of few better feelings than the excitement of setting 
of on a motorcycle tour. The prospect of loading up my bike with 
camping equipment and exploring the unknown, with all the 
self-sufficiency that motorcycling brings, is unbeatable. Howev-
er, going off grid can create problems when my phone, camera, 
action cam, and intercom all compete for the attention of the 
single USB charging port on my Honda Africa Twin. 

If you find yourself having the same issues on tour, then put 
this Power Bank Bundle on your Christmas list. It includes a 
Solar Panel charger, an Overland Power Bank, a Powerstick, and 
a USB LED torch. The Solar Panel clips to the lid of your top box 
using carabiners (included) where it converts the sun’s rays into 
electricity to charge up the water-resistant Power Bank. This can 
then be used to charge all your electronic devices on the road.

The Power Bank also doubles as a jump starter for your 
motorcycle and an emergency torch. Alongside this, the small 
Powerstick, which comfortably fits in my pocket, provides a 
little more juice should my electrical devices require it in the 
evening, and it can also power the small USB torch included.

Packing down into a small package, which takes up very little 
room in a pannier, this is a touring-friendly bundle that will 
help you enjoy your two-wheeled camping adventures with fully 
charged devices. OR
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Get your tickets to the 2021 Adventure Bike Rider Festival (25-27 June) and experience the 
freedom of the UK’s biggest gathering of adventure bikes and riders.

LIMITED NUMBER OF DISCOUNT TICKETS LEFT
Ride the 20km AX41 Adventure Trail

Test ride the latest adventure and touring bikes

Meet your adventure biking heroes

Take part in road and green lane ride outs

Learn to ride off road

Premium facilities at a five-star location, 
including warm showers and posh loos

Luxury glamping available

Chill out (or rock out) with live music, a full bar, 
and delicious street food

Get your festival tickets HERE

A WEEKEND WHERE NOTHING ELSE MAT TERS OTHER 

THAN THE BIKE BETWEEN YOUR LEGS AND THE 

FRIENDS AT YOUR SIDE. COME AND JOIN US

BUY 
YOUR 

TICKETS 
HERE
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MUC-OFF PRESSURE WASHER  
MOTORCYCLE BUNDLE
£139.99
www.muc-off.com

You may have heard the horror stories of how petrol station 
jet washers can damage bearings and other motorcycle parts, 
but it can be hard to look past the convenience and ease of use 
they offer. A quick blast with a pressure washer is certainly 
less time consuming than spending my weekends scrubbing 
away at dirt and grime with a bucket and sponge. However, for 
the past year I haven’t had to compromise because I’ve been 
using Muc-Off’s pressure washer, built with bikes in mind.

The pressure washer features three different nozzles, one for 
bicycles, one for motorcycles (which is safe to use on bearings 
and suspension parts), and an adjustable pressure lance that 
can deliver a bit more oomph to get rid of hard-to-budge dirt on 
my tyres. All I have to do is hook the washer up to mains power 
and the garden hose and I’m free to start spraying.

A snow foam lance is also included which coats my bike in a 
thick layer of soapy foam to ensure a deep clean. I’ll then hose 
it down with the pressure washer before using the motorcycle 

protectant and microfibre polishing cloth to dry my bike 
off and add a bit of resistance to road crud. Offering the 
convenience of a petrol station washer on your driveway 

without risking damage to your pride and joy, this could be one 
of the most useful Christmas presents you find under the tree 
this year. OR

POWERBRONZE POWERBLADE
£195
www.powerbronze.co.uk

A good windscreen can be the difference between an en-
joyable cruise or arriving at your destination with neck ache 
and the sudden desire to take the train home. Sadly, it often 
seems that manufacturers see them as an afterthought, and 
many riders find themselves turning to the aftermarket to 
solve their buffeting issues. If all this sounds familiar, then 
the Powerblade screen from Powerbronze may well be the 
solution to your windswept woes.

The Powerblade is fully adjustable with two ranges of 
movement which means I can move it up and down, as well 
as tilting it forward and back in my search for the perfect po-
sition. So, after a day hitting the trails with the screen out of 
the way on its lowest setting, I can then raise it to full height 
for a sheltered motorway ride home. Meanwhile, the angle 
adjustment helps me avoid the dreaded turbulence that some 
other screens can create as they hit the air with the aerody-
namic efficiency of a barn door.

Powerblade screens come either clear or with a light tint, 
while Powerbronze offers bike specific mounting kits for a 
number of popular adventure bike models. If long-distance 
touring comfort is a present you’d like to receive this Christ-
mas, it may be worth showing your loved ones this gift guide 
over the next few weeks. OR

FORCEFIELD PRO SHIRT XV 2 AIR
£224.99
www.forcefieldbodyarmour.com

Fans of greenlaning and off-road riding may already be 
familiar with armoured under layers. There are few bits of kit 
better suited to keeping you safe and cool while working up a 
sweat on the trails. The Forcefield Pro Shirt XV 2 Air does both by 
providing high levels of impact protection in a cool, lightweight 
package. However, even if riding off road isn’t your thing, don’t 
discount an armoured under layer just yet.

When the mercury soars to levels that induce mild hysteria in 
the UK, riding a motorcycle can become a sweaty affair. While 
vents in your standard textile adventure suit can help channel 
cooling air around your body, they’re not particularly effective 
when you’re waiting at traffic lights or filtering through grid-
locked A roads, where I often find myself overheating quickly. 
That’s where an armoured underlayer like the Forcefield Pro 
Shirt XV 2 Air can help. 

It combines CE level 2 elbow, shoulder, back, and chest         
armour with a fabric that’s soft against my skin. It’s also breath-
able and helps wick sweat and moisture away from my body. 
Throw a thin, abrasion-resistant jacket over the top and you’ve 
got a cool riding set up for warm days that will keep you protect-
ed on and off road

Of course, it can also be used throughout the year as part of 
a layering system when temperatures drop. The body-hugging 
design helps keep the armour in place, ensuring it won’t slip out 
during a spill when I’m wearing a mid-layer, jumper, and winter 
riding jacket over the top. OR

RST RUCKSACK
£39.99
www.rst-moto.com 

While hard luggage is my go-to choice for touring, there’s no 
doubt a set of panniers and a top box adds weight and width to 
my ride. It’s a compromise I’m happy to make while cruising 
down a French toll road, but it can be a little impractical when it 
comes to commuting or filtering through dense city traffic. It’s in 
these situations I’ve been turning to the RST Rucksack. 

As a popular British motorcycle brand, RST knows a thing or 
two about producing kit for riders, and this wealth of knowledge 
is evident in a rucksack which is comfortable to wear and packed 
full of nice little touches with bikers in mind.

Space is often an issue when it comes to soft luggage, which is 
why it’s so impressive that the Rucksack boasts a whopping 42.5l 
capacity. That’s at least equal to, if not larger than, most pan-
niers and top boxes I’ve come across. Alongside a vast storage 
space, there’s also a padded laptop pouch, an easily accessible 
top pocket that is perfect for storing my wallet and keys, and a 
couple of outer stash pockets for more bits and bobs.

If that sounds like too much space to fill, there are two 
compression straps that help reduce the bulk and ensure the 
fabric doesn’t flap about in the wind. There are also chest and 
waist straps to keep the rucksack tight and secure as I ride 
along, while a padded back area provides comfort during longer 
stretches while wearing it. Considering the competitive price, it’s 
a handy piece of luggage to have around. OR
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MOSKO MOTO NOMAX TANK BAG
£162.34
www.moskomoto.eu

How do you keep hydrated while touring on your motorcy-
cle? To be honest, it was never something I thought about too 
often until one day when a combination of hot temperatures, 
heavy bike clothing, and a few beers the previous evening re-
sulted in the onset of the early stages of heatstroke. By lunch 
time, I had my head under a tap in a service station bathroom 
desperately trying to rehydrate.

Thankfully, Mosko Moto is on the case to help you avoid 
a similar situation. Taking inspiration from hydration packs 
used by skiers and mountain bikers, the company has creat-

ed motorcycling’s equivalent in the Nomax tank bag. The 
most impressive feature is the large 2l hydration reser-
voir and drinking tube that you can use on the go, as well 

as multiple layered storage areas with handy stash spots for 
documents, a phone, a wallet, and just about anything else 
you need to hand on tour. On top of all of that, the Nomax 
quickly unclips from the bike and can be worn as a backpack 
off the bike. So, when it comes to lunch stops, you can keep 
your essentials with you without filling your pockets or carry-
ing around a bulky tank bag in one hand.

The Nomax is constructed from the same rugged ballistic nylon 
that makes up Mosko Moto’s hard-wearing soft panniers. There 
is also a waterproof rain cover, a quick-release mounting system, 
and webbing up top to help you stash the map pouch included 
with the tank bag, or your own accessories. OR

COOL COVERS SEAT COVER
£45-75 depending on seat and model of bike
www.coolcovers.co.uk

It’s not hard to spot a biker who has spent the day on an 
uncomfortable seat. They waddle around bike cafés and hotel 
lobbies like John Wayne wearing a pained expression across 
their faces. I admit, I’ve been that guy. 

For those of you looking to alleviate a case of saddle sore 
there are a few options from the aftermarket such as premi-
um comfort seats, gel inserts, or even blow-up pads. How-
ever, these can prove expensive and sometimes ineffectual. 
This is where a Cool Cover comes in.

It’s a mesh cover that slips over your motorcycle seat and 
allows airflow to keep your backside cool when the tempera-
ture rises. But a Cool Cover doesn’t just provide air condi-
tioning for your arse. It also gives a massaging effect, work-
ing on the same principle behind the beaded seat covers you 

find in cars, helping to reduce fatigue over long distances 
which makes life a lot more comfortable for your backside. 

A Cool Cover also helps keep your bum dry. During a 
deluge, it allows water to drain away instead of pooling on 
the surface of your bike seat.

Cool Covers has a wide variety of seat covers to fit the 
stock perches on most adventure bikes, while the team also 
offers a custom fitting experience in-house for those with 
less common seats. Alongside this, the company also offers 
gift vouchers, which are perfect stocking fillers for those 
looking to treat their riding mates to comfy, cool, and dry 
bums in the saddle this festive season. OR

NAIL YOUR COLOURS 
TO THE MAST… 

LIMITED EDITION ADVENTURE BIKE RIDER  
T-SHIRTS AVAIL ABLE NOW

A gang, a brotherhood, a community: Call it what you will. When you swing your leg over 
your motorcycle, you become part of something bigger, something special. But that feeling 

doesn’t need to end when you switch off your engine thanks to the new range of ABR T-shirts.

They’re for people like you, adventure bikers who want to wear their love of exploring the 
world by motorcycle on their chest. They’re a companion and a constant reminder that the 

pursuit of freedom is only a turn of the ignition key away.

Order your ABR T-shirt HERE
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ABR’s team of winter riding experts explain how you can stay safe and keep warm in the 
saddle during the colder months 

W i n t e r
r i d i n g  h a n d b o o k
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Hand guards
Like heated grips, hand guards really should come as standard on 

touring and adventure bikes. While the grips will keep the insides of 
your hands warm, hand guards will help keep the wind chill off the 
outsides of them. Aftermarket products are simple to fit and make a 
huge difference in use, just make sure they’re of a decent size and are 
positioned correctly to block the wind. Hand guard extensions are a 
great way of adding even more wind protection.

Bar muffs
If you’re going to be riding in seriously cold temperatures, bar 

muffs are a very worthwhile addition. They don’t look sexy, but this 
is a real case of function above fashion. Good ones will block the 
wind completely, and the heat from your hands and heated grips 
will help warm up the air inside of them. They’re also usually fully 
waterproof, keeping your hands dry and protected from the worst 
of the weather.

They’ll feel a little alien at first, and if you’re not used to where 
your bike’s controls are located, it can be bit of a lucky dip when 
you’re trying to put your lights on full beam or use the indicators. 
However, I can’t recommend them enough as a barrier to protect 
your hands from the elements.

Heated seat/sheep skin seat cover
Mention a heated seat to most riders and they’ll scoff at your ludicrous 

suggestion, but having ridden the Triumph Explorer with its heated seat 
in a Scottish winter, I can say with confidence they don’t know what 
they’re missing. The extra warmth isn’t only to keep your tush toasty, it 
helps keep your core body temperature up. Sheep skin seat covers perform 
a similar task without the drain on your bike’s juice.

Motorcycle clothing to keep you warm 
Neck tube

It’s amazing how much warmer a simple neck tube can make you feel. I 
wear one year-round to stop jackets chaffing my neck, but when it comes 
to winter riding, they’re excellent for keeping the wind off your exposed 
skin. Look for a wind proof one and you’ll be golden, although there are 
more technical examples available these days that come with Primaloft 
fibres in them to provide extra warmth.

Correct layering
The importance of correctly layering your clothes cannot be under-

stated. Oftentimes, it’s all too easy to throw your jacket over your cotton 
T-shirt and ride off with the expectation that you’ll be kept warm. The 
reality is that technical fabrics which are designed to be worn as part of a 

ust because winter is upon us, it doesn’t mean you have 
keep your bike hidden away in the garage until the trees 
start to bud next spring. Sure, it’s cold, it gets dark earlier, 
and it can often be wet but, for me, there are few things 

better than going for a crisp winter ride when the air’s fresh and the 
chill of the wind hitting your face invigorates.

I admit, if you’re unprepared, it can be pretty miserable, but take the 
right measures and riding in low temperatures is a delight. But how do 
you ensure you’re kept warm and comfortable on a winter ride? Well, 
there are a number of products on the market that’ll aid you in the 
fight against the cold and help keep you stay snug in the saddle next 
time you head out for a ride in the cold.

Motorcycle accessories to keep you warm 
Before we get into to clothing that’ll keep you warm, it’s worth 

looking at a few little modifications that you can do to your bike to 
help shield yourself from cold temperatures and freezing wind chill. 
It’s worth mentioning that a big part of keeping warm on a bike is 
limiting the effect of wind chill, the perceived decrease in air temper-
ature caused by the flow of air. Any accessory that helps combat this 
will make winter riding a more enjoyable experience. 

Heated Grips
As a UK-based rider, I’m of the opinion that no bike should be 

branded an adventure or touring bike without heated grips fitted as 
standard. The clue is in the name as to what these do, and they should 
be one of your first ports of call when you’re decking your bike out for 
winter. Essentially, they use the bike’s battery to heat elements under 
your grips, which in turn provide heat for the inside of your hand. If 
your bike doesn’t come with them as standard, you’ll need to go about 
removing your old grips and installing heated ones, although it’s a 
simple task that requires few tools.

Upgrade your screen
A decent screen can make a world of difference in the winter. Wind 

chill is one of the biggest factors in making you cold in the saddle, and 
a good screen will help to direct air away from you when you’re riding. 
If you’d rather not splash the cash on a whole screen replacement, con-
sider fitting an aftermarket spoiler which will do a good job at a more 
reasonable price.

A good screen is not just something that’s useful in winter either. 
Deflecting oncoming air around a rider improves comfort over long 
distance and also help reduce noise levels inside your helmet.

 
o n  y o u r  m o t o r c y c l e  t h i s  w i n t e r

J

With the right motorcycle clothing and accessories, riding in the colder months doesn’t need to 
be a chilly chore. ABR Editor Bryn Davies explains how to keep warm in the saddle this winter
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layering system are worth taking seriously if you want to keep warm and 
dry, or you won’t get the full benefits of that expensive jacket you bought.

Let’s start with your base layer. You’ll want a garment that’s been 
designed to wick moisture away from the body and, to keep you 
warmer, look for winter weight examples. Merino wool is expensive, but 
the insulating properties of a winter weight merino wool base layer are 
worth the extra expense.

Your mid-layer should also help wick moisture away from the body (the 
further your sweat gets from your skin, the better), while also accounting 
for the bulk of your clothing’s insulating properties. For winter riding, 
I often find that the thermal linings that come as standard in most 
motorcycle jackets are inadequate. I tend to substitute them for a more 
performance-focused mid-layer that you’d be likely to find in an outdoor 
pursuits shop rather than a motorcycle dealership. Rab does some fantastic 
insulated jackets, as do Montane.

Winter motorcycle gloves
Along with heated grips and hand guards, gloves that are up to the job 

will make your time on the bike this winter so much more bearable. Un-
like summer gloves, winter riding gloves will be fully waterproof (thanks 

to a waterproof lining or bonded waterproof membrane) and they’ll also 
feature an insulating fill, such as Thinsulate, which will help keep your 
hands warm. Of course, good winter motorcycle gloves will also offer 
armour for protection if you’re unlucky enough to come off your bike.

There’s a good chance that you’ll find winter gloves, particularly those 
with ample amounts of insulation in them, chunky and detrimental to 
dexterity, making it tricky to operate your bike’s controls, so be wary of 
this when buying.

Heated motorcycle gloves
Heated gloves go the extra mile in keeping your hands warm, and if 

you’re going to be spending long amounts of time in the cold, they’re 
well worth the extra expense. They also tend to require less insulating fill, 
meaning they’re not as cumbersome and are less of a faff to wear. Heated 
gloves need to be wired in to the bike to draw their power, though it’s a 
simple job to do, and they also come with a temperature controller.

Heated jackets
When you’re sat on a bike you’re going to be moving very little, and 

this lack of movement means that your body is going to be producing a 

very limited amount of heat. Insulated mid-layers are all fine and dandy, 
but they work by trapping air and using your body heat to warm them 
up.  If you’re not producing much heat in the first place, they’re aren’t 
going to be effective at keeping you warm. A heated liner effectively 
lights a furnace inside your bike jacket which will heat up the air that’s 
trapped between your layers, keeping you warmer than you’d be able to 
get without one.

Simply wire them into your bike’s battery (though some have their own 
battery pack) and they warm up in no time, keeping you toasty when the 
temperatures plummet. In the past, I’ve had nothing but positive experi-
ences when wearing Gerbing’s heated jackets, and the 12V Heated Jacket 
Liner is a very well specced and equipped heated liner.

The 12V Heated Jacket Liner has heating pads on the chest, back, 
collar and sleeves, and makes use of Thinsulate insulation to keep you as 
toasty as possible when facing the chill. The jacket can either be wired 
in to your bike or powered by a battery pack, and they also feature sleeve 
plugs which allow you to plug heated gloves into them to keep things 
nice and tidy. So confident is Gerbing in the performance of the 12V 
Heated Jacket Liner, that they say they’ll guarantee that you will be kept 
warm even in arctic temperatures. Nice.

Warm socks
This almost goes without saying. Nice, thick socks will help keep your 

feet warm while on the bike. There are some motorcycle specific socks out 
there, though skiing socks do the job just as well, and are usually a little 
more technical in the fact that they have variable thicknesses and padding 
around the foot for optimal comfort and moisture wicking. Sweat build-
ups in your boots will quickly get cold, so you’ll want to make sure your 
feet are warm, but not too warm to the point that they perspire excessively.

Heated socks and insoles are worth checking out if you find that you 
really struggle with cold feet when riding in the winter.

Waterproof overalls
While your textile jackets and trousers will keep the rain at bay (if 

they’re of decent quality), it’s still worth throwing a set of waterproofs 
over them. Not only will these prevent your jacket and trousers from 
absorbing water and effectively turning into fridges as the moisture cools, 
but they’ll help keep warm air inside your riding kit by providing a great 
windproof barrier.  
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it’s even better if you can get the weight of the bike off the wheels 
during motorcycle storage. 

When it comes to your battery, there are plenty of good condition 
chargers available to buy that will keep it charged without damaging 
the cells. This will ensure gadgets like an immobiliser don’t drain the 
battery over the winter months.

There are two schools of thought when it comes to whether you 
should run a bike during its lay-up. Just running it briefly can cause 
condensation build-up inside the motor and exhaust, leading to 
corrosion. The best way to ensure this doesn’t happen is to take it 
out for a quick spin, nothing beats a run out on a crisp day.

Winter riding
If you’re the sort of motorcyclists that rides all year, a lot of the 

above still applies, although there’s no need for the fuel stabiliser. 
The main thing you have to contend with is the horrendous cor-
rosion caused by the salt that’s slathered across our roads over the 
winter to reduce the amount of ice that forms on the surface.

Your chain is on the frontline of this assault, so make sure you 
take the time to clean and lube it regularly to keep it in good 
working order. This will also help to prolong its life and that of your 
sprockets. Alternatively, you can invest in a system like a Scottoiler 

that will automatically lube your chain as you ride, saving you the 
time and hassle of doing the job yourself.

Protective coating
When it comes to protecting the rest of your bike, there’s a 

product called ACF-50 which was originally formulated to protect 
planes, especially naval planes on aircraft carriers. It can be used on 
all surfaces, apart from the brakes, to protect your bike from whatev-
er winter can throw at it. After a winter ride, simply rinse the worst 
of the salt off with cold water (but don’t use any detergent) and top 
up the ACF-50 coating once a month. 

It’s also worth checking your bike’s antifreeze level and topping it 
up if needed, but only use what’s specified for your bike. 

Finally, but very importantly, keep a close eye on the condition 
of your tyres during the winter when slippery road surfaces mean 
you’ll be relying on their grip levels more than ever. Periodically 
check the depth of the tread of your tyre and regularly check the 
pressures. If you do need a new rubber, look for tyres containing a 
higher silica content that will have been designed to perform to a 
high level in lower temperatures.

Following all this advice will help to ensure your bike stays in tip-
top condition over the winter whether you ride it or not. 

ow you approach winterising your motorcycle will 
depend on what you plan to do with it over the coming 
months. If you ride during the winter, you’ll want to 
protect your bike from the rigours of cold-weather rid-

ing, including the corrosive effects of salt on the roads. For those of 
you who plan to take a break from motorcycling and put your bike 
into storage, it’s important to ensure its condition doesn’t deterio-
rate through a lack of use. 

There will also be those if you who need to both, as you ride and 
maintain a winter hack over the coming months while storing your 
main bike in a cosy garage until riding season begins. With all in 
this mind, I’ll look at winterising your bike from all of these angles. 

Storing your motorcycle
If you’re going down the motorcycle storage route, the first 

thing you’ll want to do is give it a good deep clean. This is to make 
sure there’s nothing corrosive left on the bike from previous out-
ings that will blunt the appearance of your ride. Make sure you set 
aside a good amount of time to do this job and take care to treat 
any exposed alloy or chrome surface with a corrosive inhibitor. 
There are plenty on the market that you can simply spray on, so 
the job isn’t much effort at all.

WD40 is well known but there are alternatives worth considering 
as well. Make sure you don’t get any of this on the brakes, or else 
that first run out after the winter might cause a troubling brown 
trouser moment when you grab a handful of brake only to realise it 
isn’t working properly.

A good motorcycle wax or polish will protect the painted or 
plastic parts on your bike, including alloy wheels as most are painted 
or lacquered. Mechanically lubing any cables with a good, light oil, 
such as 3-in-1 will ensure that they’re still nice and smooth in use 
when you start riding next year, and make sure you oil the chain if 
your bike has one.

Keep your fuel fresh
Modern petrol has a shelf life of about three months and it can 

go off over the winter, so it’s best to buy some fuel stabiliser. This 
can be bought from lawnmower dealers, boat handlers. or the inter-
net. You simply add it to help prevent the fuel going off. Make sure 
you add this before the last ride of the winter so it’s well mixed into 
the fuel system, and keep your tank topped up to prevent corrosion 
from forming inside.

Adding a bit of extra pressure in the tyres is a good idea. It’ll pre-
vent flat spots on your rubber and keep the tyre in shape, although 

W i n t e r i s e 
y o u r  m o t o r c y c l e

H

Whether you plan to put your bike into storage, or ride it through the winter, there are steps 
you can take to ensure your pride and joy emerges in pristine condition come the spring. 

ABR’s resident expert of all things two-wheeled, Dave Reynolds, explains how to do just that 
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T h e  E l e p h a n t 

R a l ly
Photos: Jess Leyne and Andy Bonwick

Winter doesn’t need to signal the end of touring season. If you’re willing to tackle sub-zero 
temperatures, ice, snow, and the risk of frostbite, the Elephant Rally is calling. Veteran of 

multiple rallies, Jess Leyne, gives the lowdown on what to expect 

W i n t e r  t o u r i n g
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hat do you get when you mix thousands of bikers, heaps of 
snow, and countless barrels of beer together for a weekend? 
The Elephant Rally in the Bavarian Forest of Germany, that’s 
what. Daunting to many, loved by thousands, and enthralling 

to the whole motorcycle community, it’s an event that has become a rite of 
passage for bikers across Europe looking for some winter touring fun. But 
why would anyone on earth desire to ride hundreds of miles in sub-zero 
temperatures to reach a frozen campsite? This was something that my 
partner Bart and I wanted to find out in 2015, and we loved it so much, 
we’ve kept going back again.

For our first Elephant Rally experience (also called the Elefantentreffen), 
Bart and I decided to play safe and go in a sidecar. At the time we had read 
as much information as we could about camping in the snow and, more 
importantly, how to keep ourselves warm. We heard stories about bikes 
that had got stuck in winter storms on the way to the rally and someone 
losing their toes due to frostbite. Quickly, we learned that these were wild 
exaggerations, like the guy who lost one toe, not multiple toes. He passed 
out drunk in the snow, in front of his tent, in the middle of the night, in the 
dark, and he got frostbite. Not a surpise then.

What we did experience were snow-free lanes on the motorways and 
streets leading to the rally, as well as unceasing hospitality by all partici-
pants. You can’t walk past a tent without being invited for a drink alongside 
strangers next to campfires to warm yourself up.

Our self-made sidecar got us safely into the Witch Cauldron, the name 
of the valley where the rally is held, but over the next few days we noticed 
we had actually heavily overpacked for the event. Yes, it was cold but it 
certainly wasn’t a case of needing two suits and hot water bottles to keep us 
from freezing. We learned a lot that first year, and when riding back home, 
we decided that we would return in the future armed with another setup.

So, in 2019, Bart had the brilliant idea of going to the rally without a 
tent. We were preparing ourselves for an around-the-world motorcycle trip 
at the time and we wanted to discover our limits before doing so. With 
mild enthusiasm, I followed his plan and we arrived with only our motor-
cycles and a tarp to make a shelter. Unlike previous visits to the Elephant 
Rally, temperatures remained below zero throughout. 

It was already dark when we arrived and we needed to make our shelter. 
Usually, you can buy hay onsite to lay on the ground and sleep on. This helps 
insulate you from the cold ground at night. Sadly, there was no hay left to 
buy when we got there, so we waited until some nearby Czechoslovakian 
riders were drunk enough and we politely bargained for some of theirs. 

During the night, temperatures dropped to -17C but our lightweight 
equipment did not fail us. I can recommend a combination of a bivvy sack, 
synthetic sleeping bag, and good quality thermal clothing to everyone 
willing to attend the rally. 

Throughout the weekend, you’ll find yourself among thousands of bik-
ers from dozens of European countries, enjoying the Elephant Rally. The 
sounds of people sharing motorcycle stories in numerous languages next 
to campfires is never far away, with the cold only adding to the unique 
aura of the event.

The rally can certainly be a test of cold-weather endurance but it is also a 
huge amount of fun, with camaraderie and laughter in plentiful supply. It’s 
a must-do event for anyone wanting to challenge themselves on a freezing 
winter motorcycle adventure. You’ll be telling stories about it for years to 
come, I guarantee.  

where, when, & the rules

The Elephant Rally, or Elefantentreffen takes place in the Bavarian Forest 
of Germany, usually on the last weekend of January or the first weekend of 
February. It is infamous for the bitter conditions in which it is staged, with 
snow and freezing temperatures a hallmark of the event.

According to the rules, participants can only bring street-legal motorcycles 
and sidecars onto the campsite and all camping gear must be carried in 
on them. The rules were introduced to ensure the event stayed true to its 
original roots by ensuring there are no elaborate tents or trailers present. 
Well, you wouldn’t want to get too comfortable, would you? 

The rally is organised by the German Federal Association of Motorcycle 
Riders, and takes place in Solla in eastern Germany. The 2021 rally has been 
cancelled due to COVID-19.
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ing through most of it before getting on the gas. Coasting means the 
weight is still pushing forward on the bike, putting added weight on 
the front tyre that need not be there. Coasting in the wet amplifies all 
of this. If there is more weight on the front tyre, and less traction on 
the road, you have more chance of losing grip. So, get on the throttle 
as early as possible and roll it on. Again, you want to be as smooth as 
possible with the throttle. Don’t grab a fistful, roll on too aggressively, or 
roll off suddenly.

Body position 
A lot of riders tend to lean the opposite way on their bike. In a 

left turn, their bodies are leaning away from the corner, to the right. 
This often occurs because they have a fear of leaning with the bike, 
a misunderstanding of what that actually does to lean angle, or a 
combination of both factors. When the bike leans to the left and the 
rider leans to the right, they are actually increasing the lean angle. 
Increased lean angle means that less of the tyre is touching the 
pavement. Less contact patch of the tyre touching the road means less 
traction. You want to have the most traction available to you while 
riding in the wet.

Leaning with the bike will help reduce the amount of lean angle 
you have. By getting your body over to the side of the bike that you are 

turning (if the bike is turning left, you let your body lean left as well) 
you can essentially hold the bike more upright. Let your body go with 
the bike and implement control actions in a smooth and predictable 
way. Make these few simple changes to your riding and you can still 
enjoy the open road, even if it’s a little wet.  

hile it can be tempting to leave your bike tucked away in a 
warm garage when it’s raining outside, a little wet weather 
can be a great opportunity to hone your riding skills. The 
techniques you practise will not only help you navigate a 

soggy commute to work, they’ll also stand you in good stead the next 
time the heaven’s open on a summer tour and you find yourself on a 
mountain pass in slippery conditions. With all this in mind, there are 
four main aspects of my riding that I think about and adjust when in the 
rain. These are braking, steering, throttle control, and body position.

Braking 
What happens when you get on the front brakes in a turn? Where 

does the weight transfer to? It goes to the front tyre which is only de-
signed to handle 30-40% of the cornering load. Sometimes, you can get 
away with overloading it in dry conditions because of the added traction 
on a dry road, but try it in the wet when there is less grip, and there will 
be disastrous consequences.  

It only takes a tap of the front brake anytime the bike is leaned over, 
or even a second of holding the brakes too long while the bike is start-
ing its lean on a wet surface, for you to lose traction. When I’m riding 
in wet conditions, I make sure that I get all of my braking done while 
the bike is straight up.

It is also important to apply the brakes smoothly and consistently. 
You can still brake hard but avoid any quick jabs with the lever or 
forceful stomps on the pedal. Gradually apply pressure and gradually 
release pressure.  

 
Steering 

The goal in most corners is to get the bike turned as quickly and 
efficiently as possible. When it comes to riding in the rain however, this 
is no longer true. Turn a bike too quickly and you will be grinding your 
visor along the pavement all too soon. When you apply steering inputs 
into the bike, do it gently and consistently with even pressure and avoid 
jerky or overly sudden motions. Stay relaxed on the bike, especially in 
your arms by squeezing the tank with your legs for stability. 

Throttle control 
Once you’ve got the bike tipped into a corner, it becomes all about the 

throttle control. Your number one job in any corner is to stabilise the bike 
by getting on the throttle as soon as possible once the bike is turned. Roll 
it on smoothly, evenly, and constantly throughout the remainder of the 
turn. Getting on the throttle transfers weight off the front tyre and evens 
out the weight distribution which helps make the bike more stable.

A lot of people make the mistake of going into a turn and coast-
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Who’s riding?

Misti Hurst is a former AMA Pro 600 road racer, coach 
with the California Superbike School Worldwide, mum 
of two kids (nine and seven) and motorcycle journalist. 
She lives in Vancouver, BC. Canada with her family and 
works hard to balance family adventures skiing, dirt 
biking, mountain biking and camping, with motorcycle 
travel adventures around the world. 

Some of her favourite experiences so far have been two riding trips in 
Europe, track days on famous Moto GP circuits, adventure riding in Nepal 
and flat track training at the Texas Tornado Bootcamp. Misti’s motto is 
“leap and the net will appear!” You can more read about Misti’s motorcycle 
adventures at www.mistihurst.com.

W

Riding during a UK winter inevitably means you’re going to get rained on. However, master 
the correct technique and you’ll not only become a safer wet-weather rider, you’ll also have 

a lot more fun. Misti Hurst explains how to approach riding in the rain
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plans for gritting the road were reasonable, and if those reasonable 
plans were carried out. Council’s will usually have a well-docu-
mented plan as to what to do when the ice warnings go out from 
the Met Office. It does not have to be perfect, not every road has to 
be gritted, and if there is thaw and refreeze following a reasonable 
attempt at managing ice on the roads, the local authority will not be 
found liable in court.

My own track record in running these cases shows how difficult 
they are. I have taken three since the law change in 2000. I won one, 
and that was on a technicality. The highways authority could not 
produce the man who drove the gritter, so it could not prove the 
A road had been gritted. The injured motorcyclist was also pretty 
close to the dream claimant being a man of mature years who was a 
highly trained and professional motorcyclist, and who came across 
excellently in court. The other two cases I pulled once the local 
council winter plans were sent to me. It seemed that they were rea-
sonable, and whilst they failed, I took the view that we were going 
to lose at trial.

As a simple rule of thumb, if you insist on riding your motor-
bike in sub-zero temperatures and you come off, running your 
case against the council for failure to grit the road is not easy, and 
councils know that the courts start from a position of sympathy to 

them. The higher up the hierarchy the road is, the easier your case 
becomes. Running a case on a trunk road for a failure to manage 
ice is a whole lot easier than a minor road. A reasonable council 
gritting plan does not mean it has to be perfect, and the law is very 
slow to impose absolute duties. The presence of ice is not proof of an 
unreasonable system.

For Scottish ABR readers, your law is different so this article is 
aimed at English and Welsh riders. Scottish law on ice on the road 
is, as I understand, fairer on the road user, but it is very dangerous 
for me as an English lawyer to start dabbling in Scottish cases. 

f a blanket of ice and snow is covering the roads, the 
best advice I can give is to leave your bike at home and 
take a car, bus, train, or walk to your desired desti-
nation. However, I understand there are times when 

changeable conditions mean motorcyclists find themselves riding 
on the road in dangerous conditions. And, of course, there are those 
of us who enjoy taking our bikes out on green lanes in the ice and 
snow where knobbly tyres provide plenty of traction. I will admit 
to having taken my dirt bikes out in fairly deep snow and I had an 
enjoyable but freezing few hours.

Following a landmark House of Lords decision (Good v Sussex, 
2000), Parliament reinstated the duty on highways authorities to 
control and manage ice and snow on the roads. This means local 
councils must ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, that safe 
passage along the highways is not endangered by ice or snow.

The form of words is really important. If you come off in icy 
conditions, a council must prove that it has made reasonable efforts 
to keep the roads free from ice. If you fall off your motorcycle on a 
byway because of snow and ice, the highways authority has no duty 
to maintain those because they are roads along which vehicular 
traffic does not customarily pass. A council must have reasonable 
plans to keep highways passable in ice and snow, but the further 

you fall down the highway hierarchy, the lower the duty becomes.               
A motorway is a different proposition to an A road which is differ-
ent to a B road and so on.

In a nutshell, if you slide on ice on blacktop roads, you must 
prove that it was ice on the road that caused you to slide. This is not 
especially difficult to do, particularly if you are not badly injured. A 
smart phone picture is usually pretty good evidence. Photographs 
showing thick frost on the road, a police report describing the con-
dition of the road, or witnesses saying that the road was icy, will all 
discharge this burden. That is the easy bit. 

The local council then has to prove that it took reasonable steps 
to keep the roads safe. This means producing its cold weather plan 
and showing that it had a system in place to deal with ice and, most 
importantly, whether the road on which you fell was part of the 
gritting plan, or if it wasn’t, why wasn’t it, and was there good reason 
why it wasn’t.

Judges are, in my experience, usually pretty sympathetic to over-
stretched highways authorities. The court system has been cut just 
as hard as local councils, and judges are aware that there is not a 
great deal of money to go around. There is no defence in law to say, 
“we as a council did not have enough money to grit the roads, so we 
did not grit them”. All the judge has to decide is whether or not the 
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Who’s riding?

Andrew Dalton is an ex-despatch rider turned 
solicitor and barrister with over 25 years’ experience in 
the field of motorcycle law. He rides a KTM 1290 Super 
Adventure, a Husqvarna 701, and a Husqvarna 350. 
Andrew has ridden throughout the UK and Europe and 
is a well-recognised expert in both British and European 
motorcycle law.

I

If you come off your motorcycle due to ice on the roads, who’s at fault? ABR’s legal expert 
Andrew Dalton explains the laws behind council responsibilities for gritting highways
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ADVENTURE BIKE RIDER 
CALENDAR 2021

THE HOTLY-ANTICIPATED 2021 ADVENTURE BIKE RIDER  
WALL CALENDAR IS ON SALE NOW!

Our inboxes have been filling up with people asking when they can get it, and now’s your 
chance. This limited print run 2021 calendar will sell out in no time (all previous years did) so 

get yours today to avoid missing out.

With your 2021 Adventure Bike Rider Calendar, you can get a head start on planning your 
rides and adventures for next year. Printed on high-quality, durable, silk-finish paper, it’s the 

perfect accessory for any kitchen wall, office space, garage, or workshop.

Shown across the 12 months are the best submissions to the prestigious Adventure Bike 
Rider Photo of the Year competition. Each month is guaranteed to inspire you, with photos 

showing the best riding from around the world.

Order you ABR calendar HERE

https://www.adventurebikerider.com/product/adventure-bike-rider-calendar-2021/
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